
Cricket Manager Pro has been
downloaded over 500,000 times
Wicket Gaming AB (publ) can today announce that the company's free-to-play cricket manager game,
Cricket Manager Pro, has been downloaded 500,000 times since it was first launched.

The development team around Cricket Manager Pro will be strengthened in the future with additional resources from
the Wegesrand Group, which is a direct result of the completed merger between Wicket Gaming and Wegesrand
earlier this year. These resources will particularly focus on how to optimize the game to generate revenue, so-called
monetization. With the support of the user data obtained from the 500,000 downloads, Wicket Gaming can now
prepare the launch of Cricket Manager Pro on iOS – Apple's operating system for mobile devices. This is planned to
happen in the near future.

In a comment, Wicket Gaming's CEO, Eric de Basso, says:

"We see continued strong interest in Cricket Manager Pro in the initial key markets. Thanks to the large number of
downloads, we can now start focusing on the monetization phase. We are also ready to shortly launch Cricket
Manager Pro on iOS and thereby open up additional markets.”

 
 
For further information, please contact:
Eric de Basso, CEO, Wicket Gaming AB
E-mail: eric@wicketgaming.com   
Phone: +46 70 780 52 00

About Wicket Gaming

Wicket Gaming is a Swedish game development company founded in 2015. The company's business concept is
based on developing and distributing so-called free-to-play games in the sports genre based on proprietary brands.
Since its inception, the Company has worked to develop its first title, Cricket Manager, which is a manager game in
cricket for mobile devices that aims to create and own its own cricket club and compete against other players
around the world. The goal is to create one of the world's most popular cricket manager games for mobile devices
and to use a technical platform to broaden the game portfolio to include other sports manager games.

For more information, see Wicket Gaming's website www.wicketgaming.com
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